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**PRICE TWO CENTS.**

*She lcld outlaws.*

**THE COURTS NOT ADEQUATE FOR JUSTICE IN THE LION CAGE.**

Four Men Who Were Indicted in a Sudden & Vengeful Way by the County Crown, Because They Were Members of the Socialist Labor Party, and Who Were cashiered in a Fashion That Would be Outrageous in the Courtroom. Men and Women journalist, by the County, for doing the work of the Socialist Labor Party, and for exercising their rights. (Continued on page 5.)

**PROVIDENCE "TELEGRAFM."**

**And Now Skillfully it Works... ORGANIZED ACADIAN.**

Resolutions in the Favor Passed by the Acadians of the State of Maine in the Annual Election of Officers of the Acadia Socialist Labor Party. (Continued on page 5.)

**A COALWaltar KiDLED.**

James Jolicoeur of Pittsburgh Crashed by Elephants. (Continued on page 4.)

**S. T. & L. A. CONVENTION.**

The SOUTH ANNUAL MEETING OPENED IN PROVIDENCE.

Opening Proceedings at Market Street.——Delegates to the Annual Convention of the Socialist Labor party of the United States and Canada called to assemble today at 10 o'clock, in Market Street Hall, Providence. E. L. Godkin, of New York, was elected temporary chairman. The meeting was then called to order by C. S. Hall, of Providence, who introduced the two main speakers of the day. The morning session was devoted to papers by various members of the convention, and the afternoon session to the election of officers. The meeting adjourned at 6 o'clock.

**GENERAL SECRETARY's REPORT.**

The following report of the General Secretary, T. L. and Labor Alliance has been submitted to the convention for approval.

The Secretary of the Socialist Labor party of the United States and Canada, has been busy in the past few weeks, and is now ready to report.

The strike of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad employees is still going on. The strikers have been joined by a large number of the citizens of the city, and the public has shown its sympathy with the workers. The railroad company has been compelled to call in the police force to maintain order. The strikers are determined to carry on the struggle until they get their demands met.

The strike of the United States Steel corporation is still continuing. The company has offered to settle the dispute on the basis of a new contract, but the union拒不 accept the company's offer. The strikers are still determined to carry on the struggle until they get their demands met.

The strike of the Western Federation of Miners is still continuing. The strike is being led by I. W. W. leaders, and the strikers are determined to carry on the struggle until they get their demands met.

The strike of the Teamsters' union is still continuing. The strike is being led by I. W. W. leaders, and the strikers are determined to carry on the struggle until they get their demands met.

**WORKERS' RIGHTS.**

The question of workers' rights is still being debated. The union拒不 accept the company's offer. The strikers are still determined to carry on the struggle until they get their demands met.
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BERRY-HILQUIT DEBATE.

HELD AT SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Joseph McIlvaine, the speaker for Mr. Berry, assumed that each speaker would have one hour and five minutes in which to present his views. The time limit was fixed in order to give all the interested parties an equal opportunity to express their opinions. The debate was marked by a high degree of oratory, and was conducted with great vigor and spirit. The arguments of the speakers were well supported by facts and figures, and the audience was thoroughly interested throughout.

BERRY

Mr. Chairman, I wish to emphasize the importance of the present crisis in the working class. The working class is the backbone of society, and its economic condition directly affects the prosperity of the country. The workers are the ones who produce the wealth, and yet they are often denied a fair share of it. The greased wheels of the capitalist system grind the workers, and they are forced to toil for long hours to earn a miserable living.

The workers are not only exploited for labor, but also for their ideas. The intellectual workers are often looked down upon as being mere 'intellectuals,' and their contributions to society are not given the recognition they deserve. The workers are the creators of culture, and their ideas are the foundation of our society. It is time that we recognized their worth and gave them the respect they deserve.

HILQUIT

Mr. Chairman, I wish to challenge the arguments of Mr. Berry. The working class is not the backbone of society, but rather the exploited class. The workers are the ones who suffer the consequences of the capitalist system, and yet they are denied a voice in its operations.

The workers are not only exploited for labor, but also for their ideas. The intellectual workers are often looked down upon as being mere 'intellectuals,' and their contributions to society are not given the recognition they deserve. The workers are the creators of culture, and their ideas are the foundation of our society. It is time that we recognized their worth and gave them the respect they deserve.

The workers are the ones who produce the wealth, and yet they are often denied a fair share of it. The greased wheels of the capitalist system grind the workers, and they are forced to toil for long hours to earn a miserable living.

The workers are not only exploited for labor, but also for their ideas. The intellectual workers are often looked down upon as being mere 'intellectuals,' and their contributions to society are not given the recognition they deserve. The workers are the creators of culture, and their ideas are the foundation of our society. It is time that we recognized their worth and gave them the respect they deserve.
Track's & Societies' Directory.

Local "A." B." & "C." Local No. 100, 102, 104-112, 118, 120-122. Meeting place for the members is the second floor of the Union Hall, 16th St. and Main St.,天天.

Local "A." B." & "C." Local No. 100, 102, 104-112, 118, 120-122. Meeting place for the members is the second floor of the Union Hall, 16th St. and Main St.,天天.

Local "A." B." & "C." Local No. 100, 102, 104-112, 118, 120-122. Meeting place for the members is the second floor of the Union Hall, 16th St. and Main St.,天天.

Local "A." B." & "C." Local No. 100, 102, 104-112, 118, 120-122. Meeting place for the members is the second floor of the Union Hall, 16th St. and Main St.,天天.
PAYING A DIRT-CHEAP PRICE.

It is in the character of Chinese exporters to sell at the lowest possible prices. They have sold our countrymen at more than the wholesale price for years and years. They have sold us at a dollar a pound when we paid them a dollar and a half a pound, and they have sold us at a dollar and a half a pound when we paid them two dollars a pound. They have sold us at a dollar and a half a pound when we paid them two dollars a pound, and they have sold us at two dollars a pound when we paid them three dollars a pound. They have sold us at three dollars a pound when we paid them four dollars a pound, and they have sold us at four dollars a pound when we paid them five dollars a pound. They have sold us at five dollars a pound when we paid them six dollars a pound, and they have sold us at six dollars a pound when we paid them seven dollars a pound. They have sold us at seven dollars a pound when we paid them eight dollars a pound, and they have sold us at eight dollars a pound when we paid them nine dollars a pound. They have sold us at nine dollars a pound when we paid them ten dollars a pound, and they have sold us at ten dollars a pound when we paid them eleven dollars a pound. They have sold us at eleven dollars a pound when we paid them twelve dollars a pound, and they have sold us at twelve dollars a pound when we paid them thirteen dollars a pound. They have sold us at thirteen dollars a pound when we paid them fourteen dollars a pound, and they have sold us at fourteen dollars a pound when we paid them fifteen dollars a pound. They have sold us at fifteen dollars a pound when we paid them sixteen dollars a pound, and they have sold us at sixteen dollars a pound when we paid them seventeen dollars a pound. They have sold us at seventeen dollars a pound when we paid them eighteen dollars a pound, and they have sold us at eighteen dollars a pound when we paid them nineteen dollars a pound. They have sold us at nineteen dollars a pound when we paid them twenty dollars a pound, and they have sold us at twenty dollars a pound when we paid them twenty-five dollars a pound. They have sold us at twenty-five dollars a pound when we paid them thirty dollars a pound, and they have sold us at thirty dollars a pound when we paid them forty dollars a pound. They have sold us at forty dollars a pound when we paid them one hundred dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one hundred dollars a pound when we paid them one thousand dollars a pound. They have sold us at one thousand dollars a pound when we paid them ten thousand dollars a pound, and they have sold us at ten thousand dollars a pound when we paid them one hundred thousand dollars a pound. They have sold us at one hundred thousand dollars a pound when we paid them one million dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one million dollars a pound when we paid them one billion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one billion dollars a pound when we paid them one trillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one trillion dollars a pound when we paid them one quadrillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one quadrillion dollars a pound when we paid them one quintillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one quintillion dollars a pound when we paid them one sextillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one sextillion dollars a pound when we paid them one septillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one septillion dollars a pound when we paid them one octillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one octillion dollars a pound when we paid them one nonillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one nonillion dollars a pound when we paid them one decillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one decillion dollars a pound when we paid them one undecillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one undecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one duodecillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one duodecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one tredecillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one tredecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one quattuordecillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one quattuordecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one quindecillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one quindecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one sexdecillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one sexdecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one septendecillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one septendecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one octodecillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one octodecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one novemdecillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one novemdecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one decemdecillion dollars a pound. They have sold us at one decemdecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one undecemdecillion dollars a pound, and they have sold us at one undecemdecillion dollars a pound when we paid them one duodecimdecillion dollars a pound.
CORRESPONDENCE.

Dow's theory in San Francisco.

"Do you believe in Dow's theory?" asked the Examiner. "I am a Dowist," replied the correspondent.

The Examiner: "Well, then, what effect has it had on your stock market operations?"

The correspondent: "I have been buying and selling according to the Dow theory and have made a killing.

The Examiner: "What is the Dow theory anyway?"

The correspondent: "It is a theory that explains the movements of the stock market by analyzing the economic conditions of the country and the world."
Although the official report of the continuing financial condition of the International Congress of Labour, held in Paris in 1903, has not yet been published, the People’s Weekly, a leading publication in the field of labor, has provided an estimate of the financial status of the congress. According to the report, the congress has a deficit of approximately $35,000. The congress, which was attended by representatives from over 100 countries, was unable to raise sufficient funds to cover its expenses, primarily due to the high costs associated with travel and accommodations. The congress organizers are currently seeking additional funding to cover the remaining costs and ensure the continued operation of the organization. The People’s Weekly calls on the labor movement worldwide to support this important endeavor in order to maintain the momentum towards the full realization of the workers’ rights and interests.